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Maximising business return by Benefit:Cost (Value) Ordering of Scrum user-stories within Sprints

I was recently introduced to the current management fashion for calculating the Net Present Value 
of IS projects. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_present_value 

I saw it as a potential mechanism for demonstrating the greater value delivered by Agile methods. 
As I read about NPV calculations, I realised that even with less rigour, if we estimated the 
approximate, relative business 'benefit' of each user-story along with the story-point 'cost', we could 
calculate the benefit:cost ratio of each item in the Sprint backlog. 

At this point, I started to worry about the difference between 'benefit' and 'value'. I could see that, 
within a Sprint, delivering the smaller stories (lower story-points and consequently less risk) starts 
to deliver business benefit earlier. This is contrary to many people's instinct to get big jobs out of 
the way first then to see how many small jobs can be fit into the remaining time. I couldn't decide if 
such a change would give better value.

To investigate, I created the following thought experiment: 

3 user-stories, worth 2, 1 & 1 'benefit-points' are estimates at 20, 10 & 10 story-points of 'cost' 
respectively. 

Assumptions: no dependencies, equal priority, 1 developer with velocity = 10 points per week. 

Does the order the stories are delivered make any difference to the value delivered? 

My first diagram shows a crude Gantt chart for 4 x 1-week sprints that deliver immediate value at 
the end of each sprint. Red bars represent cost and show a number representing the total number of 
story-points per user-story. Black bars show the number of benefit-points already delivered at the 
start of that week. I assumed 1 story-point delivers 1 benefit-point per week, for the life of the 
product.

Week 0 1 2 3 4 Benefit:Cost

Stories of equal value/effort 10 points per week

Story 1 0 20 10.000
Business benefit 20 20
Story 2 10 10.000
Business benefit 10
Story 3 10 10.000

50
Story 2 0 10
Business benefit 10 10 10
Story 1 20
Business benefit 20
Story 3 10

50
Story 2 0 10
Business benefit 10 10 10
Story 3 10
Business benefit 10 10
Story 1 20

50

Benefit at 
end Week 4

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_present_value
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As you can see, my intuition was wrong, except that moving the high story-point stories about 
would change the risk profile. We must choose where we like our disappointment best. My Scrum 
coach liked his spread evenly. 

I was disappointed by this result. Then I realised my mistake: I'd ignored value; or rather I'd 
assumed consistent value of all the stories. 

I needed to start again. This time I'd say that the 20 story-points story only delivered 17 value points
per week and the 10 story-points delivered 9 and 11 value-points. 

I repeated the chart but that showed that I now needed to consider an extra alternative.

Please note that the order 'Story 3, 2, 1' delivers 51 units of business benefit by the end of Week 4, 
whereas order 'Story 1, 2, 3' delivers only 43 units. Clearly, in reality, the additional benefits  
delivered would be dependent on the disparity between the value of stories.

Hypothesis: If everything else about the user stories is equal, independent user-stories within a 
Scrum sprint, delivered in highest benefit:cost ratio order will  maximise business value during 
development. 

Once the last story is delivered, the order makes no difference for the rest of the life of the product. 

Once you see the answer, it is obvious. The origin of NPV calculations is evaluation of projects 
competing for investment of limited resources. NPV is a measure for chronological investment 

Week 0 1 2 3 4 Benefit:Cost

Stories of unequal value/effort

Story 1 0 17 8.500
Business benefit 17 17 17
Story 2 9 9.000
Business benefit 9 9
Story 3 11 11.000

11
43 37

Story 2 0 9 9.000
Business benefit 9 9 9 9
Story 1 17 17.000
Business benefit 17 17
Story 3 11 11.000

11
44 37

Story 2 0 9 9.000
Business benefit 9 9 9 9
Story 3 11 11.000
Business benefit 11 11 11
Story 1 17 8.500

17
49 37

If we now add a new option, prioritising by highest benefit:cost ratio:

Story 3 11 11.000
Business benefit 11 11 11 11
Story 2 0 9 9.000
Business benefit 9 9 9
Story 1 17 8.500

17
51 37

We see that the greatest benefit is delivered by prioritising by highest benefit-cost ration, in line with NPV theory.

Benefit at 
end Week 4

Subsequent 
weeks

Benefit each 
week
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prioritisation of projects by decreasing value. 

One question remains: is the effort of doing an extra pass through the user-stories to estimate 
relative business benefit justified by the extra value delivered during the development phase or does
the Product Owner's 'gut feel' for value do just as well? Maybe, simply pointing out to the PO that 
stories in each Sprint backlog should be prioritised by value will be enough to prompt 
improvements.

Thanks to Tom Grant and Jamal Sheikh for their initial interest in the idea on LinkedIn which 
encouraged me to investigate further.


